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Students In India Topic
At Brotherhood Meeting
BY JOHN DONAHUE

To be a college student in India is a mark
speaker at the annual Brotherhood Week banquof distinction, said Dr. Balkrishna G. Gokhale, guest
et Tuesday evening.
Speak
ing
on the topic, "Students of India today as compa
*
red to
American students," Dr. Gokhale went on to expla
in
that
of
India'
s
population of over 300 million only about
373,000 students are
enrolled in schools of higher education.
Contrasting the Indian system to that
Gokhale explained that since there are few in this country, Dr.
dormitories in India,
his homeland, most of the students live at
home.
Because of this, the students' personality
likely to change from time to time, the profeand study habits are
America the condition doesn't exist to such ssor said, while in
an extent.
son and Rev. and Mrs. Richard Stude
nt Government Political
The 1955 National Intercolle- Batchelder.
According to Dr. Gokhale, the stugiate Bridge Tournament will be Brotherhood Week began Sunday dent
government organizations and
held in the Union Building with a panel discussion by the Inter- elections
are
Wednesday, March 16,from 7:30 national Club where several foreign tisan. These quite political and parpolitical orders help a
students spoke on their homelands studen
to 10:30 p.m.
t break into national politic

NIB Tourney
To Be Played
Next Week

Shady
of. and
Ir. and
re chapwere

11!
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s,
It will not be necessary to register and customs.
he said.
beforehand in order to compete in the
Tuesday afternoon the InternationDr. Gokhale concluded his speech
tourney, the committee said. How- al Club held a tea in honor of the
by telling how eager the students of
ever, in order for Maine to enter the guest speaker.
India are to accept foreign students
intercollegiate competition, at least 16
and that through this medium, they
must play.
are furthering the cause of world
The tournament is an annual conbrotherhood.
test in duplicate contract bridge in
Dr. Gokhale is a native of Bombay.
which men and women undergraduIndia. A professor of history and Inates of leading colleges and universidian culture at Siddharth College in
ties throughout the country compete.
Bombay, he is a visiting lecturer on
National and campus championship
Indian history at Bowdoin College
titles and trophies are awarded by the
The wintry weather we've been getting
this year.
National Intercollegiate Bridge Tourlately seems to go unThirt
y-one
stude
nts
made
tournoticed by Dr. Kenneth Nielsen of the Agron
Pres. Hauck Speaks
namen
t
Committee.
omy Department as he
point in first semester ranking, The Brotherhood Banquet climax
inspects these snapdragons in the hortic
Now
in
its
ninth
year,
ed
it
is
one
of
ulture greenhouse. The
greenery- and brightly colored flowers in the
the few contests in which both men the registrar's office has an- the University's Brotherhood Week
hothouses provides a
program. Following the dinner Pres.
and women compete on an equal basis. nounced.
striking contrast to the white snow outside.
Reach
ing
the
mark
All competing colleges play a set of
were Mary P. Arthur A. Hauck delivered a short
16 hands. These hands are prepared Atkinson, Mrs. Sally A. Baker, Judith introductory speech. Cornelia Dougand scored by Geoffrey Mott-Smith, a W. Barker, Leonard W. Bowles, Wil- lass, chairman of the Brotherhood
nationally recognized authority on liam S. Chable. Alice S. Creighton, Week committee, introduced the
Margaret E. Dow. Harold R. Gen-y, speaker.
contract bridge.
Included among the guests were
Matters of policy and tournament Walter J. Grant, Richard P. Harris.
Pres.
and Mrs. Hauck. Dean and Mrs.
John
D.
Hesket
h, Delores M. Johndetail are decided by the National Intercollegiate Bridge Tournament Com- ston, Paul W. Kerr. Jr., Nicholas F. John E. Stewart. Dean Edith G. WilKhoury. Mary J. Kilpatrick. Nicholas
BN JOE RIGO
mittee.
The Interfraternity Council has rejected a plan
to, in the words The first entrance requirement is A. Legatos.
of its sponsor, -ease the annual fall problem of
Janet E. Lombard. Charles A. Low,
finding room in the the approval of the dean, union dihouses for all the pledges."
rector, or other administrative official. Jr., Wilma E. Monroe. Richard B.1To
Richard Herlin, Phi Kappa Sigma,
The vote against the change was A plaque designed to bear the names Myer, Cynthia Nelson, Elinor Rider.
A "Town Meeting" will be held
proposed the 20 per cent safety factor unanimous.
of the four individual campus cham- Franklin L. Roberts. Emerson W.
allowed each house over the number
pions will be presented to each col- Shedd, Jr.. Janet A. Smith. Mrs. on campus Tuesday. March 15 at 7:30
In regard to rushing, there were no lege entering the tournament
of vacancies expected for the next
for the Paula G. Sullivan. Muriel E. Verrill. p.m. in the Louis Oakes Room, Lireport
s of violations of any rushing first time. Each of the campus winner Lois A. Whitc
year should be assigned to the outomb. Mrs. Carol C. brary.
s
rules by either fraternities or fresh- will receive a certificate suitab
side member quota.
le for Whitehouse. Laura M. Wilson and -Die event is sponsored by the Pollmen.
titi and International Relations Club.
framing.
Joseph F Young.
Cites Case
Participants will discuss "what action
Herlin, citing the case with his
the
United States should take in the
fraternity, said that while it had a
Far East."
quota of 16 men, there would be room
The club drafted and sent out warin the fall for only eight to live in the
rants announcing the meeting early _.:1;
house.
this week.
Herlin said this problem was com•
• Prof. Herbert H. Wood of the 1-viAr'
mon to most houses.
eiory and Government Department
This last statement was denied by
[serve as moderator at the, meeting.
•
several IFC members who said most
t'artialpants in the discussion will be
BY JOHN LITTLEFIELD
was "The Maine Stein Song," but as Prof. John J.
houses had no trouble finding room
Let our thoughts with reverence
Nolde of history and
To our Alma Mater join we
there wasn't a satisfactory harmony ge*er ment. who
for all their pledges each fall.
turn to those who've died.
spent a year i the
now
arrangement available, the boys de- Fair ast
in song,
So our flag may fly. rise, freedom
Fraternities' Worry
under a Fulbright
arMay
cided
our
lives
to
give
Payne'
fulfill
s "Sons of Maine' ship; ichard B. Myer. senior
the goal
o'er us lies—
Three members suggested that if a
vernits debut.
of Maine men strong.
house knew it would have room for
ment tmajor: Chuen-Fa Hunt graduLearning dwells secure in thy halls.
"It went over very well," said ate sipdent from Formo
only a portion of its quota it was up That in all we do, to our motto
dear Maine.
sa: and Dr.
to that house to pledge only that
true.
Written by Bradford Payne. a 22- Payne. a member of the Varsity Sing- Wiltuarth H. Starr. head of the Denumber if it did not want to have to Dingo our claim—Sons of
year-old senior government major ers himself. "In fact. I was very part nt of Foreign Languages and
surprised at the wonderful response Clas
worry about having too many men in
from Lincolnville. the song has been
Maine,dear Maine.
which the song received there and in
F
the fall.
ing the discussion, audience
That's the first stanza of "Sons an instant hit in its limited presenta- its other presentation
s."
he
added.
s will be arswerc 1.
Herlin agreed that this was fine in of Maine." the latest addit
tions
by
the
Varsit
y
Singer
s.
ion to
First Song..riting Try
theory but that few houses could the long list of
In fact. "Sons of Maine." a song
songs honoring writte
This is the first song writing ven
pledge just that number then pass up a this
n especially for the Varsity Sing- which
Unive
Hauck Asks ROTC Revision
rsity
and
Brad has ever attempted
its
stude
nts.
man they really wanted while there
has been sung only four times in
Here are the remaining two ers,
probably, according to him, wil
Pres,Arthur A. Hauck apleti a
was still room in the quota.
public.
his last.
verses:
Senate' subcommittee lai4 week to
Sung First At Colby
He began writing the song last No- write into a propo
As the fading shadows fall through
sed ta n ive al milIt was first sung at Colby College's vembe
r in answer to a challenge itary training kill a
lordly pine.
Campus Positions Open
pro%i-' .1mm-iWinter Carnival last month.
tossed out by Charles Fassett. student f:ring that
So our years at Maine. but memfour years' scholastic
The Varsity Singers. a group of 16 direct
Applitat•
or
of
the Varsity Singers. Fas- training in the Reserarf tiov4 bring reories soon shall shine.
selected male vocalists, were repre- sett asked
.e Officer%
ed for the
the members of tht.group Training• Corps
Yet with strength anew. challenge
of editor
sentin
(ROTC) le equal
Maine
g
at
song
a
fest which at the beginning of the year
anti lot.itte.* manager of The
We;WSW—
to write to six months' actise duty.
was part of the Colby program. They suitable
words which could be.used
1luirse arroptip for next year.
While the new horn light guides us
Haw*, representing the .Associadecided, after hearing the other col- by
the organization for "Proudluv tion
pplica t • s 111110 he.ent to
to our goal
orLand-Grant Colleges; said if
lege groups sing. that they had better Fagle.
•
",a song which has been
•
•
the ";.tiolent-Factalty Committee
such a lirosision was not included
include a college song as part of their as a
thelfig. by. be.Singers since I
l'oblieat•
2 Fernald 11[111.
In the silent Ns onders of a starlit
selections, as had the other singers. start
a I 1110 bill that the HOU: would
in 1948.
The first thought. quite naturally.
e grjun,1 a. a printar, source for
I (Continued on Page Five)
•erse officer..
tr,iiiire
,
,•

Registrar Lists
31 Students
With 40 Ranks

1FC Rejects Quota Change
Proposed At Last Meeting

'Town Meeting'
Be Held Here

UniversitySenior Brad Payne s New Song
'Sons of Main• e' Wins Instant Acclaim
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Fraternity Costs Are Low'Sigma Mu Sigma Society
Initiates 53 New Members

fraternity house at Maine handled present report is the fourth one to
BY CHUCK BRET:
A recent study on fraternity costs $24,035 during the academic year. be issued.
Dr. George Dow initiated the Cost
as conducted jointly by the Interfra- This sum is gathered and adminisInitiation of 53 new members :to
The new members were presented
ternity Council and Council of Chap- tered by the student fraternity men, Survey Report at a council meeting
ter Advisors has found that the cost with major budget decisions being in 1948. The purpose of the report Sigma Mu Sigma, honorary psychol- with Sigma Mu Sigma certificates, and
of joining a fraternity and living in a made by members in "House Meet- is to help each fraternity to judge ogy society, was held last Wednesday welcomed into the organization by
their cost per man and discover what evening ii1 the Bangor Room of the president. Following a brief busifraternity house at Maine is remark- ings."
Union.
ness meeting, a movie entitled "This
expenses are out of line.
ably low.
Wages Average 1100
Members
who
took
part
in
the
initiYoung Couple" was shown
Charming
The study was based on the total
The Council provided data to the
Wages paid weekly in fraternity
cost of operating and maintaining houses averaged $108.37, with these fraternity advisors and the active ation ceremony were: Elinor Rider, and refreshments served.
Those initiated were Mary Bailey,
each fraternity which has a house at wages paid to the chef, housemother, chapters as to the highest cost per president; James Soucy, vice presithe University for a full year and steward, maid, treasurer, house man- item, lowest, and average cost. Costs dent; Delores Johnston, secretary; Judith Barker, Kathleen Black, Sucomputing on an average of thirty- ager and dishwasher.
of a specific house were not released. Harva Young, treasurer; Betty Con- zanne Bogert, Normand Brochu, Eliznors, social chairman; Sondra Glor- abeth Brockway, Gwenyth Bryant,
eight men in the fraternity house.
Four of these seven "employees" The fraternities cooperated fully with sky, Cynthia Nelson, Barbara Knox, Gordon Buchanan, Ruth Clapp, PaAverage Cost Same
are student members of the house. Of the survey. Treasurers of each fratertricia Damour, Annette Dodge, CathThe survey points out that the the average $108.37 weekly payroll, nity submitted a report of annual and Margaret Dow.
Duncan, Betty Ann Durling,
erine
average cost per student living in
$22.73 is paid to student workers and house expenses and on the basis of
Betty Foster.
one of the fraternity houses at Maine is normally applied to their house these accounts the committee made
Joan Gerrish, Harold Gerry, Baris $614.09 for the full academic year. bills. The survey showed that
the the computations of costs.
bara Graham, Chauncey Grinnell,
This figure compares favorably average fraternity has 38 members
Dr. Dow made this statement: "I
Barbara Ilvonen, Joan Johnson, Nichwith the dormitory cost on campus of living in the house and 16 non-resifeel that this survey is one of the
olas Khoury, Alta Kilton, Laura
$550 for the same period when one dent
members. When it is consid- most valuable contributions to the
Kreuger, David Leipold, Constance
considers that the average of $614 ered
that the average cost per year efficiency in the operations of a fraRushing for the sororities officially Lewis, Caroline Locke, Carol Loud,
per fraternity resident includes all the
of $614 to the fraternity man in- ternity house. For example, the sur- ended March 1. The 1954-1955 sys- Doris Martel, Alma Merrill, Barry
fraternity social, athletic, and house cludes
the cost of major repairs and vey makes available to each house its tem consisted of three rushing periods:
Millett.
activities. Recognizing that the Unialterations of the fraternity house, food cost per man as compared with two open bid periods and the formal
versity keeps dormitory charges to a
Carolyn Moor, Patricia Nelson,
Maine can be proud of the fine job the average and the most efficient and rushing period for freshman women.
minimum, the small difference beRand, Scott Rand, Jr.,
Elizabeth
of administration and group living the least efficient. This makes it posDuring the second open bid period
tween the dorm charge and the averbeing done by University of Maine sible for the fraternity to work with which extended from Jan. 11-March 1, Mary June Renfro, Franklin Roberts,
age frat cost indicates that Maine
fraternity men.
its chef in adjusting costs to whatever thirty-two women received bids to Harold Schaller, Carol Scott, Nancy
fraternities ore operating in a modest
Sinclair, Elizabeth Smith, Janet Smith,
level
of living the members of the join the six sororities.
Issued Regularly
and business-like manner.
Smith.
Priscilla
The coeds who have been pledged
The fraternity Cost Survey Report fraternity may desire."
Another impressive fact revealed
Stephenson, Susan Stiles,
Ralph
Don Taverner. Alumni Secretary, are as follows:
by the survey is that the average is issued every two years and the
Janet Stone, William Stone, Ann
says "The Cost Survey Report disAlpha Omicron Pi: Joan Fuller Thomas, Zane Thompson, Evelyn
pels the idea that frats are for the and Lois Ward.
Whitney, Jane Wiseman, Susan York,
REMINDER
privileged few. The costs are exChi Omega: Barbara Blakely, Jean Byrl Haskell, Freida Smith.
If you have not already done so—there is still time to
tremely reasonable. There are many Chapman. Patricia Clapp, Ann Dunne
enter the King Edward Cigarillo contest by writing an
boys who are active members of fra- and Deborah McInnis.
essay on the subject "HOW I WOULD INCREASE THE
ternities in spite of moderate or limDelta Delta Delta: Anne Colburn, Band To Give Concert
ited finances. Both the students and Peggy Daigle and Louise Thomas.
POPULARITY OF CIGARILLOS."
the University can be proud of the
Delta Zeta: Patricia Benner, Bev- Friday At Farmington
$1.000.00 in CASH PRIZES
The 75 piece University of Maine
fraternity system here at Maine." erly Burgess, Johanne Clark, Sharon
See Maine Campus issue #15
Band, under the direction of
Varsity
Estes,
Barbara
Goul,
Doris
Loomer,
for Contest RULES
Sigma Nu has 120 active chapters. Jessie Sargent and Fay Schumacher. Francis G. Shaw. will present their
Phi Mu: Joanne Barberio, Jeanne first concert of the year Friday eveBrooks, Eleanor Deane. Sally Han- ning at the Farmington High School
cock, Selma Heistad. Dorothy Lunt. auditorium.
Marcella Mitchell. Betty Taylor and
Sponsored by the Farmington High
Anne Wyman.
School Band, the concert will include
Pi Beta Phi: Caroline Nason. Jane marches, overtures, and selections
Quimby. Sally Rand, Ann Rubin and from such popular musicals as "OaklaNow showing
Kathleen Vickery.
homa" and "Carousel."
Bing Crosby, Grace Kelly
and William Holden

Sororities List
New Members

Wonderful things happen when you wear it!

Opera louse

"THE COUNTRY GIRL"
•
Sunday through Thursday
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker
and Victor McLaglen
"MANY RIVERS TO CROSS"
In Cinemascope & Technicolor
(Continuous daily from
1:30 P.M.)

••

PIZZA HOUSE
ANNOUNCES DELIVERY SERVICE
Women's Dorms
Men's Dorms & Fraternities
Orders received by
9:30—Delivered from
10:00 to 10:30

Orders received by
10:30—Delivered between
11:00 and 11:30

NOW SERVING SPAGHETTI
Wed. —Fri. —Sat.
5:00-9:00
No Minimum — No Service Charge
Call Orono 6-2100

Freese's Spring Opening
this Weekend!
Dress-up occasions are
on their way.
... the need
for a really good suit, a
magical hat, dresses, accessories .. see the "hits"
of the season this week
end at Freese's.

•
The inevitable choice for the special occasion—because a
fragrance is as memorable as the gown you wear. Perfume from $3; de luxe toilet water and dusting powder,
each $1.75 (all plus tax). Created in England, made in
U.S.A. Yardley of London, Inc., 620 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C.
•
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Sorority Pledges Are Honored With Formals

B1 BEVE FOWLIE
in a Venetian gondola provided the surrounding a garden
pool, made it a eluded Joann Hanson, Joan
And so the tables turned! This music for dancing.
Wil- ship necklace was awarded to Alice
night to remember. Bob Brochu and liams, Ellen
Griffee, Zira Scheer, Creighton.
week end the ladies invited the
Chaperons were Prof. and Mrs. his orchestra provided the
music for and Lois Pratt.
gentlemen. The girls asked the Herschel L. Bricker and Mrs. May dancing.
Pinned: Howard Alden, Sigma
The "Wearin' o' the Green" came Phi Epsilon, to Elva Brackett;
boys. The weaker sex sought out Hamilton. General chairman of the
Betty Tucker, president, attended
just about right for Phi Mu pledge Richard Bangs, Lambda Chi Althe stronger. And we all went to dance was Nancy McGouldrick.
by her court, was crowned "Dream
pledge formal!
Spring comes in like a lion and Girl of Delta Zeta." Guests were formal this year. Their Saint Pat- pha, to Glorir_a_ Thorpe.
Married: Geraldine Judkins to
The Sigma Chi House turned into goes out like a lamb. That's what Mr. and Mrs. Douglas W. Wylie, rick's Day at the Phi Mu Delta House
a rose garden. The members of Al- they say, isn't it? Although the signs Prof. and Mrs. Robert B. Rhoads, was really something to remember. Duncan Cameron; Audrey KoritWith green, pink, and white strem- sky to Dino Galiano, Theta Chi.
pha Omicron Pi performed this mir- of spring still seem to be pretty well- and Mrs. Nora Silsby. The memPinned: Malcolm Knapp, Tau
acle with a wishing well, a crystal hidden by a great white blanket, Delta bers of Theta Chi and their dates ers and lattice work, shamrocks, and
ball, a rose trellis, and evergreen and Delta Delta used this old proverb as were invited to attend. Chairman of black hats, it looked as if old Saint Kappa Epsilon, to Carol Ann Jones;
rose-covered Greek letters. To fur- the theme of their formal dance at the dance committee was Diana Es. Pat himself had been there. At the Peter Bither, Sigma Chi, to Eloise
pledge ceremony Penelope Banka Pelletier.
ther the enjoyment of the garden Delta Tau Delta.
lin.
Married: Patricia Lufkin to
presented the new initiates and
party. Jimmy Havers and his orchesMembers and their guests entered
Members of Pi Beta Phi and
tra made the music for dancing.
through a pledge pin of green fir bows guests went to Pi Phi Heaven. Their pledges with colonial bouquets. Syl- James Bradley, Sigma Alpha EpsiIntermission time saw the pledges at the door of the house. A ceremony pledge formal, held at the Phi Gamma via Thompson was crowned Pledge lon.
wearing sorority crowns and receiv- held at intermission found the pledges Delta house, was based on this unique Queen. Mel Tukey's music added to
ing red and white nosegays. Guests of the group presented with silver theme. A star-lit ceiling and castles the dance atmosphere.
Student Paper Award Talk
Guests of the evening were Mr.
of the evening were Prof. and Mrs. Delta crowns and corsages in honor on clouds gave reality to the whole
Barry Crafts spoke on qualifications
and Mrs. Henry L. Doten, Mr. and
David W. Trafford, Mrs. George C. of their new pledge.
idea.
for a Student Paper Award at a meetMrs. George E. Lord, and Mrs. ing
Wells, and Prof. and Mrs. E. Reeve
This ceremony was conducted by
of the Student Branch of AgriAngels around the room depicting
Hitchner. Jane Caton v%as in charge , Laura Little, Joan Mason, and the each pledge were quite noticeable, Perry, Phi Mu Delta housemother. cultural Engineering last week.
Phi Mu held its annual Founders
of the dance.
sorority mothers of the pledges. Sam- and to take care of all worries about
Prof. David H. Huntington also
The Chi Omega formal, held at my Saliba and his "plaid-jacket" crew getting to heaven the Phi Phis Day Banquet at the Tarratine Club gave a short talk on Student Paper
in Bangor on March 4. Co-chairmen
Kappa Sigma, was a scene from Ven- and soloist provided music for the thoughtfully provided stairways!
Awards.
were Barbara Dow and Mary Minice—Skyline as viewed from a canal evening.
Movies on the much publicized
During the evening the pledges were cher. Mrs. George
E. Lord showed potato dumps of Aroostook County
gondola. The entertainment, written
Guests of the evening were Dean introduced and presented colonial slides on her
trip to Europe. Marilyn were shown by Gene Hammond
by Ellen Hay and directed by Pa- and Mrs. Ashley S. Campbell, Dean bouquets with wine-colored carna.
tricia Gill, was held in "Gay Vene- and Mrs. Winthrop C. Libby, Dean tions. the sorority flower. Bob Jones Wood was toastmistress; Suzanne
Refreshments were served followHaddrell,
pledge speaker. Other pro- ing the meeting.
tian Cafe"—a meeting place for ce- and Mrs. Joseph M. Murray, Dr. and his Bobcats sent down their music
gram speakers were Patricia Twomey,
lebrities of our current world.
and Mrs. Robert M. York, and Mrs. "from above."
retiring president, and Penelope
Tau Zeta chapter of Tau Epsilon
Ernest Hemingway spent part of Marion Barron. The dance commitGuests of the evening were Prof. Banks. new president. The scholar- Phi was establishe
d at Maine in 1929.
the evening there working on the se- tee were Helen Mangan, Joan Geddy, and Mrs. Horace F. Quick, Prof.
quel to his novel. "Old Man of the Sally Gay. and Marilyn Pennell.
•
and Mrs. William Sezak, Mr. and
Sea." The sequel was entitled "Old
Starlight and roses made the danc- Mrs. DaN id Boutilier, and Mrs. MarWoman of the Canal." The skit drew ing atmosphere a romantic one at tha Tate. The dance committee into a grand climax with the "Italian Delta Zeta formal held at Theta Chi.
Street Song." featuring Patricia Gill. A turquoise-blue sky, sparkling with
117 Slate St.
Dial 6704
Mel Tukey and his orchestra enclosed silvery stars, a rose arbor and trellis
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THE ACE OF SPADES
IS COMING
Y01711 LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN

•

PARK'S
Mill

Street

HARDWARE
& VARIETY

Sandwiches To Take Out
Bangor, Maine

Oronc, Maine

HITS

PARK AMISEMEAT COMPANY
BIJOU - Bangor
Entire Week starting
Friday, March 11
in Cinemascope, Warnercolor
One of the really great pictures of all time
Van Heflin, Aldo Ray, Mona
"BATTLE CRY"
Freeman, James Whitmore

PARK
BANGOR
March 11-12
"TARZAN ESCAPES"
Johnny Weissmuller. Maureen
O'Sullivan
plus
"MASSACRE CANYON'
.
Phil Carey. Audrey Totter
Special Morning Show.
Saturday, March 12
"DISNEYBA M.A"
All Disney Technicolor
Cartoons plus True-Nature
subject.
March 13-14-15
"SABRINA"
William Holden. Audrey
Hepburn, Humphrey Bogart
plus
"TEXAS CARNIVAL"
in Technicolor
Esther Williams, Howard Keel.
Red Skelton
March 16-17
"THE LAST TIME I SAW
PARIS"
Technicolor
Van Johnson. Elizabeth Tay lor
and Walter Pidgeon
plus
"THE BLACK DAKOTAS"
in Technicolor
Merrill. Wanda Hendrix
and John Bromfield

e‘emeeoet

T
ORONO
Thurs., Mar. 10
Rory Calhoun. Coleen Miller
In Technicolor
Western — Good
"FOUR GUNS TO THE
BORDER"
6:30-8:27
Feature 7:00-9:00
Fri. & Sat., Mar. 11-12
Walt Disney's
"LIVING DESERT"
(Color) (Excellent)
Also
"BEN AND ME"
(Excellent)
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:30
Feature 2:50; 7:00-9:00
Sun. & Mon.. Mar. 13-14
William Holden. Cirace Kelly
In Color—Drama—Excellent
"BRIDGES OF TOKO RI"
3:00: 6:30-8:30
Feature 3:10:6:40-8:40
Tues. & Wed., Mar. 15-16
Masimno Girotti. I iidmilla
Teherena
In Ital. Drama — Good
"SINS OF ROME"
6:30-8:23
Feature 7:00--9:00
Thurs.. Mar, 17
MacDonald Carey. Maureen
O'Hara
In Cohn. — Drama — GI
"FIRE OVER AFRICA"
6:30-8:28
Feature 7:00-9:00

... a treasure of Fashion ... gay,
glamorous and charming as its
name ... styled by Chippewa and
presented in original 100% virgin
wool fabrics of beautiful and
colorful fancy checks, plaids and
solid scarlet.

$15 00
Matching Skirts $12.95

CUTLER'S
Old Town
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Watch Those Cards
Upon entering the University the importance of signing
their own sign-in-and-out cards is impressed on women students.
Many co-eds take this regulation lightly, and they unconsciously
break this rule on many occasions.
Two weeks ago this rule was broken, and, under more unfortunate circumstances, the incident could have been more
serious than it was.
Thinking she was saving a friend from receiving a demerit,
a co-ed signed her in. Inadvertently, however, she signed the
wrong card. The card she signed belonged to a student who was
involved in an automobile accident and did not arrive back at
the dormitory until later that evening. The housemother and
others concerned took it for granted that she was in the dormitory. Had she been seriously injured, her plight might have
gone undiscovered until hours later.
This incident is an example of what can result from a situation that occurs daily in every women's dormitory.
The co-eds are reminded to take care of their own sign-inand-out cards, for a demerit is much less serious than hours of
anxiety which may result from a "helping hand."
H. A. S.

Money Information Needed
Each year about this time the Social Affairs Committee
begins thinking about assigning dates for next fall's stag dances.
There are invariably numerous requests, particularly for the
preferential period, week ends between opening of school and
Homecoming when dances, especially on Friday, are practically
guaranteed to make money.
Too often this committee has to decide on applications
solely on whether an organization had a dance in the preferential
period the previous year.
To give the committee a better basis for its decisions, it
should require with each application an explanation of just what
would be done with any dance profits. This should then be the
major factor in deciding on whether a date should be assigned
that group.
Too often a club decides it would be nice to have a dance
and get a little extra money with very little idea in mind of how
that money would be used. There should still be room each year
for some of these, but preference should be given organizations
that need the money and know what they want to do with it.
Whether the group had a dance the previous year should
be subordinate to the need of the group for the money and, in
some cases, the resulting value to the campus as a whole of an
organization having more money to work with.

Who's Got The Ping-Pong?
Several weeks ago a ping-pong table disappeared from Oak
Hall.
It has never been reported seen since.
This strikes us as a little ridiculous. After all, a ping-pong
table isn't the easiest thing to walk off with, let alone hide.
Strangest thing is that neither the University nor dorm
residents seem interested enough in the matter to try very hard
to get it back. This is the case in spite of the fact that there are,
reportedly, persons in the dorm who have a very good idea of
what happened to it.
This may seem a bit petty, but, after all. the University
did spend money for its purchase and maintenance.
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There's Been Changes
BY BRUCE
Much publicity has been given to
the week of school that was sliced
off the spring semester. The reason
for one less week of school is fairly
obvious and quite reasonable. It will
allow students to seek summer jobs a
week earlier.
This cutting a week off the semester
has given rise, in some quarters, to a
rumor, that the next step will be of
classes beginning earlier in September
and ending in May.
The cutting out of the Thanksgiving
holiday and a one-week Christmas
vacation seems also to be included in
the rumor. It is only a rumor.
The Calendar Planning Committee
has looked over more than these
changes but it seems hardly practical
to put a plan like this into effect. Although Yale is using this calendar
this year, it is doubtful if Maine follows.
While looking over the calendar for
the next school year, we came upon a
couple of interesting facts.
There will be no regular scheduled
Reading Day before finals. The fall
semester will end on Saturday. Finals
will start on Monday. That will leave
Sunday for students to catch up on
their subjects.
This loss of a day off in the Middle
of a week is more than made up by
the fact that there will be more time
off after finals than there has been in
the past. This will also give the administration more time to complete
grade reports and send them out.

COURTNEY
We believe this extra time between
semesters is a decided improvement.
Oftentimes the student goes into a
continuing class after the mid-year
break not knowing his previous semester grade. It should follow that
the administration will now be able to
give out grades sooner after return to
school than before.
Then too there is the fact that
more students will be able to go home
for the few days after finals. For
there are those that will need to recuperate after such an ordeal.
The school calendar needs to be
planned and even printed far in advance. Over-night changes are not
made often.
We all understand that summer jobs
are somewhat limited in number. In
most cases the one to get there firstest
with the mostest gets the job.
But it can also work the other way.
Some businesses like employees to
work until after Labor Day. This is
almost always true in hotels and resorts.
When these two ends of summer
employment are coupled with the fact
that over 75 per cent of students at
Maine need that summer employment,
a problem arises.
The administration has had the foresight to end school as early as possible
in June and begin in September after
Labor Day. This is an excellent piece
of planning from our point of view.
It may not be a complete solution,
but it certainly comes close.

Cat.e.h eastp444...i.

College Editors Polled

Campus Pegler
Still In Action
To the Editor:
Every year the Maine Campus
seems to have a "junior" Westbrook
Pegler on it. We lost one of the masters through graduation last June. But
more credit to the Campus, they found
another for this school year. The man
I am referring to, of course, is Bruce
Courtney, the person who lives in that
rat infested (the only one I ever heard
of in South Apt.) termite infested, unpainted slum, known as South Apartments.
1 have been reading about myself
all year. I think it is time to set a few
people straight on a few subjects including Mr. Courtney. First of all,
in reference to the Senate election for
a representative for South Apt, about
three days before the nominations for
senator, the election committee went
around South Apts. and left notices
in all the mail boxes. I had no inside
"dope" on the election. I read the
notice, got a few friends together and
went to the meeting. About three
other people showed up. As there was
not enough for an election, it was decided by the committee to hold nominations instead, publicize the election,
so that anyone who wanted to run
could have his name on the ballot. No
other candidate appeared. This item
was printed in the Campus.
Now, I'm wondering why Mr.
Courtney didn't get his notice. Was
the rat hungry that day? After Courtney found out what was going on,
why didn't he run for the Senate?
He can't plead ignorance there.) As
no other candidate appeared, I was
elected. I would like people to know
that I represent all students in South
Apt. If anyone has any ideas or suggestions, I would appreciate having
them contact me.
Another item: The Constitution of
the Senate states that the off-campus
organizations shall have their representatives. It does not specify men or
women. In the past the men's organization provided two senators, the
women's one. This is strictly procedure.
The men's organization, at present,
is inactive. Is there any reason why
the senators should not be from the
women's organization?
Suggestions to the editor:
Make Mr. Courtney more responsible for his statements.
EARLE SIMPSON

By ASSOCIATED COLLEGIATE PRESS
MINNEAPOLIS—(ACP)—College might even find that Russians are
and university editors responding to human beings!"
On the question of admitting Red
an informal poll overwhelmingly favored admission of Russian student China to the United Nations, a
editors on a visit to the United States. Massachusetts editor says that "the
the Associated Collegiate Press re- issue is presently befuddled by moral
ports. The response was 58 in favor. issues; the question is much simpler
than it is described. Is Red China the
nine against the proposal.
sovereign government of its territory?
On the question of admission of I think
it is."
Red China to the United Nations, the
"There is no other logical course,"
editors voted 38 to 29 against admissays an editor of a Midwest daily.
sion.
"Red China has not yet met the
President Eisenhower's plan to
qualifications
required to become a
evacuate Nationalist China's troops
U.N.
member,"
says a District of
and civilians from the Tachen islands
was approved by 49 editors. although Columbia editor. "She loves war
Be an active campus citizen. Take
10 added that "such a plan was dan- rather than peace."
part in student activities.
gerous and might lead to war with Red
China," and 14 others thought that
the whole matter should have been
turned over to the United Nations.
One editor advocated a "hands off"
policy and said that the Nationalists
and Red China should settle their ow ri
affairs in Formosa.
Sixty-seven editors from 30 states
responded to the poll, about 10 per
cent of member editors to whom the
questionnaire was sent, according to
Arthur M. Sanderson, ACP assistant
director and Feature Service editor.
Some respondents who favor admission of Russian editors urged caution.
Editorials released in a previous issue
of the ACP Feature Service "raise
some doubt as to whether the editors
are actually students. This. I think.
should be a major factor." one editor
commented. Another favors their
visit "if they are our contemporaries
in age."
On the other hand. a Mississippi
editor says, "Let's get together and
talk it over; we might find out we like
one another." A Colifornia respondent
writes, "Without mutual understanding, reconciliation seems impossible.
Any one attending college must realize
that a limited search for truth and
understanding is futile and frustrating
Specifically, we would be richly rewarded by face-to-face contact with
Russian student editors who may with
sincerity equal to ours, believe we are
following the wrong ideology. But if
we shrink from such contact, we are
nr ycu have to drive this thing to school. do you have to park it
indeed weak. And who knows, we
in front of our house?"
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University Senior's Song
Wins Instant Acclaim
Campus
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(Continued from Page One)
Payne summed up the development
and first use of his song in a few
words.
"I just happened to be fooling
around one night and wrote all three
stanzas. The fellows liked it and so
we decided to use it."
"A Brain Storm"
He went on to say that he "wrote
one line and that just led to another
and so on to the end." The whole
process was, in his words, "a brain
storm."
Although the task of writing the
song was comparatively easy. Payne
has had his moments of worry in regard to it. A seemingly unsurmountable obstacle in regard to the song's
use popped up shortly after it was
finished.
An editorial in the Campus calling
for a University motto was the cause
of worry. Payne. who believes that
"Dingo," the motto of the State of
Maine, should suffice as the University's motto, also had included that in
his song. But when suddenly the suggestion for another motto appeared
he thought sure that that was the end
of -Sons of Maine."
Perhaps it isn't too unusual that
Brad should suddenly turn song writer.
He's pretty much surrounded by
music. In addition to singing with the
Varsity Singers he is a member of
the University Glee Club and for the
past two years has sung with the
Madrigal Singers. Payne is also a
member of Mu Alpha Epsilon, the
honorary music society.
Music also runs in the family to
a

some extent. MN. Payne. his mother,
plays the piano and his grandfather
once sang professionally in a Boston
quartet.

Station To Feature
University Members
Several faculty and administration
members will be featured on a new
radio program over WLBZ in Bangor.
The program, "Feature Story," is
broadcast every weekday evening at
6:30.
Among faculty members who will
appear are Prof. Joseph Trefethen of
the Geology Department on March
11, Prof. Herschel Bricker, director
of the Maine Masque Theatre, on
March 16 and Prof. Maynard Jordan
of the Mathematics Department on
March 22.
Other faculty members who have
already appeared on the program are
Prof. Vincent Hartgen of the Art
Department; Terris Moore. director
of the Department of Industrial Cooperation: Philip Brockway, director
of student aid and placement; Prof.
Byron L. Bondurant, head of the Department of Agricultural Engineering; and Prof. Brooks W. Hamilton,
head of the Journalism Department.

The Newman Club installed new
officers in ceremonies at Newman Hall
last Wednesday evening.
The officers installed are: Harriet
Taylor, president; Dana Devoe, vice
president; Eloise Pelletier. recording
secretary; Patricia Daigle, corresponding secretary: Norman Blais. treasurer: Carol Coiley, historian.
After the installation the Rev.
Francis E. LeTourneau, chaplain,
spoke of the duties and responsibilities
of the officers.
Harriet Taylor. president, commended the retiring officers on the
work that they accomplished in the
past year.

"Evening In Paris" Is Theme
For Sophomore Hop Friday
"An Evening in Paris" is the theme
of the Sophomore Hop to be held in
the Memorial Gym Friday evening
from 9 p.m.-1 a.m. Music for the
affair will be furnished by Jimmy
Hawkes and his orchestra.
Mr. and Mrs. George Billias and
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Westfall will
chaperon the dance. Pres. and Mrs.
Arthur A. Hauck. Dean and Mrs. John
E. Stewart, and Mr. and Mrs. Percy
F. Crane will serve as the reception
committee. Dean Edith G. Wilson.
Dean and Mrs. Mark R. Shibles, Mr.
and Mrs. James A. Harmon, and Dean
and Mrs. Joseph M. Murray will be

Canterbury Lists Lenten Speakers For Meetings
The Rev, Rhys Williams, rector of
St. Mary's and St. Jude's Episcopal
Churches, Notrtheast Harbor, was
the Lenten speaker at Canterbury
Club Wednesday night.
On March 16 a student panel will
furnish the program. On March 23,
Archdeacon Herbert S. Craig, of
Portland will be the speaker.
The Canterbury Executive Council

has appointed Barbara Kelly, William
Stone, and Charles Norburg to the
house committee. Russell Kinaman
is chairman.
Inquirer's group meets regularly on
Tuesday evenings at 7 p.m. During
Lent a bible discussion group is being
held every Sunday night at Canterbury
House by the chaplain, Fr. John
Mason.

among the invited guests. The presidents of the three other classes hare
also been invited.
The sophomore class officers and
executive committee have made the
arrangements for the Hop.
Tickets for the dance may be picked
up by Sophomores in the lobby of
the Memorial Union Friday, March
11, between the hours of 9-11 a.m.
and 2-4 p.m. I.D. cards must be
presented.

Students Offered Trip
To Bermuda This Spring
Students at the University of Maine
are offered an opportunity to visit
Bermuda during their spring vacation,
announced C. Edwin Lacks, travel
director of the National Student Association, recently.
Priced at $178.75, this tour includes air travel to and from Bermuda
from New York City, a week's lodgings at the Kenwood Club Hotel in
Hamilton, transportation and travel
taxes, plus a full round of college entertainment with students from other
NSA member colleges.

A Campus-to-Career Case History
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U. of M. Class Rings

izen. Take

Samples shown and orders taken
at Memorial Union lobby on
Wednesday afternoons
1:00 P. M. to 5:00 P. M.
$5.00 Deposit with all orders

'

He figures for the future

our canipu. ag.IIl:

Charles Esers
395 College Rd.
Orono, Maine

•

r MUSH ACIIIMEMBT AWARD
For the week of March 7,1955
To

The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

HILLSON CLEANERS
•-

For example ... when a new real
estate development is in the planning
stage, Jim figures how much telephone equipment it will need when
it reaches its full growth. His estimate is based on his knowledge of

Jim can take a look at his own
future, too. In telephone engineering
he can see a great many opportunities
opening up in the next five years...
ten years. He can pick the one he
wants and start working toward it.

then is Is pical of college men who lia‘e
te le pl
• careers. If you'd lie intere-ted in a
similar opportunity. see your Placement /1firer for full details. There are also openings
with other Bell It pl
companies, w itli Bell
Laboratories, or Western Electric
and the Sandia Corporation.

For his excellent performance in setting a new record
for the pole vault against Northeastern

18 Mill Strprt

the equipment's potential plus forecats provided him of the area's rate
of development. He then makes a
complete report that becomes the
basis of plans for the future.

Jim !
,raduated from Northwestern Uni% end ty
as an E.F.. clas.4 of 1952. His progress since

CHEWS SMITH

k it

It's James Kirchhoff's job to look
ahead. As a Plant Engineer with
Illinois Bell Telephone Company, he
helps estimate telephone equipment
needs years in advance.

BELL
TELEPHONE
SYSTEM

Orono 63647

•
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WSGA Names Two

To Attend Meeting
Suzanne Bogert and Gwenyth
Bryant were elected as Maine's delegates to the Intercollegiate Association of Women Students Conference
at the University of Kansas during
spring vacation.
These coeds were selected from
several nominations made at a regular
meeting of the Women's Student Government Association recently.
Maine has petitioned for membership in this organization, and the
petition will be voted on during the
first session of the conference. If the
petition is accepted, the delegates will
a.sume voting power.
After a lengthy discussion, the
council decided to table a decision on
the issue of the change in house meeting time, and the problem will be
taken back to the dormitory residents
for further discussion.
Delegates elected to participate in
the New England WSGA Conference
at the University of Rhode Island the
last week end in April include Cynthia
Nelson, Evelyn Whitney, Frances
Roderick and Betty Buzzell.

Orono. !%lain.. Nlarch 10, 1971,5

Norwegian Exchange Student
Comments On American Girls
By SHELLY HtSIAN
Blond hair, blue eyed, Per Fondnoess comes from Hornofess, Norway, and is a first semester senior,
majoring in Plup and Paper.
Per came to America five months
ago, and in that time has formulated
some very interesting ideas about the
American college co-ed.
"The American college girl is not
as pretty as a Norwegian girl" was
his answer when asked to compare
the difference between the two.
Per also believes that the American

oman does not make as good a
housewife as Norwegian woman. Per
thinks the American woman is too
materialistic.
Per believes the American woman
is "soitere." (This, by the way, ladies.
is a compliment in Norwegian.)
Per commented that the only social
difference of any degree is that the
American woman is less dependent on
a man, and that since our divorce
rate is much higher, it appears to him
that there is less emphasis on a stable
family life.

Boehler Drawings In Library Show

Phi Eta Kappa Elects
The following men were elected as officers of Phi Eta Kappa
Monday eYening: president, Ed
MacGibbon; sire president, Bruce
Arnold; secretary, Duane Dow ;
treasurer, Moaner Libby ; corresponding seert•tary, Earl Adams;
r ithipiliore• boss, Francis
and
Foss.
Per is an excellent skier. In Norway he won many Slalom and downhill contests. He has won about twenty cups, but takes the most pride in a
county skiing award where he took
first prize.
Per attended Hamar Kated Ral
school, which is equivalent to our
high school. Upon graduation he
studied at a college in Sweden for two
years followed by two years of study
in Germany. Per has traveled extensively all through Europe.
He is a charming person and a most
interesting conversationalist. Although
Per likes America, and thinks the
students at Maine are especially,
friendly, he is anxious to return, after
graduation to his own country.

Thirty-two conte crayon drawings, is now a naturalized American citiby Hans Boehler, intended as illustra- zen. He has been living in this countions for Hawthorne's "The Scarlet try since 1936. In May, 1954, he reLetter," are on display in the Louis ceived the prize of the city of Vienna
Oakes Room of the Library this for his paintings and graphics.
month. The exhibition has been arCritic Carlyle Burrows says of
ranged by Prof. Vincent A. Hartgen,
Boehler's drawings: "In 'The Scarlet
through the cooperation of Miss
Federica Beer-Monti, director of the Letter,' with its furtive and dramatic
mood, the artist has found a theme
Artists' Gallery, New York.
Alpha Gamma Rho was founded at
Hans Boehler, a native of Vienna, for intense emotional treatment. Ohio State University.

STEP RIGHT UP FOR LUCKY DROODIES!
*i:ftegaSataalkAlleitalatnagkaP*MiWagagagfaataattftataa*MigSVAM
.

:;<4

WHAT'S THIS? For solution see
paragraph below. Droodle suggested
by Robert Bardole, University of Florida.

Riflers Close
In Fifth Place
The University of Maine rifle team
closed its 1954-55 campaign in the
New England College Rifle League
by finishing fifth out of seven schools
in a match held at Durham, N. H.,
last week end.
The Maine riflemen, led by coach
Captain M. A. C. Gardner, was far
down in the competition despite one
of their best efforts of the season,
hitting on 1391 of 1500 shots.
John Ramsey was Maine's top performer with a score of 286 out of a
possible 300. The rest of the Pale
Blue scores included: Jay Potsdam,
captain, 281; Art Hamlin, 275; Volney
Gilpatrick, 274; and Gordon Batson,
275.
The squad thus ended their competition in the New England league
with an overall record of seven victories and two setbacks.
Previous to this season's finale, the
Blue riflers took two shoulder-toshoulder road matches from Bowdoin
and Colby to close with an unbeaten
slate in State Series competition.
The squad this season competed in
many shoulder-to-shoulder matches in
order to promote their sport. Being
limited to a great extent by the reluctance of the University to provide
funds, the Rifle squad had to curtail
somewhat the amount of "in person
matches."
The team is hoping to schedule
more of these matches next year and
will go to the budget committee in
the near future to present their needs.
This season the expenses of the
squad were paid by the team members. who were forced to cancel two
matches because of inadequate funds.

Chance For Local Co-eds

NAT SHELF IN CHINESE N1.CE7E.AE-m

FYZAMIO BURT EY

CRAZY MIXED-UP PHAr AOH
Warne Edwards
TeScn. A. & M.

Roger Reach Pu rr.
University of Virginia

Jr.

Undergraduate Maine co-eds are
eligible to enter the third annual Nanonal College Queen Contest to be
held in Asbury Park, N. J., Sept. 9-11,
1955.
Contestants, who must be between
the ages of 17 and 24, or their sponsors, may obtain entry blank forms
, from the College Queen Contest Director, Convention Hall, Asbury Park,
'N. J.
The winner will receive a free tour
of Europe, scholarship awards, and
$5,000 in prizes.
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ENJOY YOURSELF to the hilt whenever you smoke.

Simply light up a Lucky and get Luckies' famous better taste. Luckies taste better for good reasons. First
of all, Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, that
tobacco is toasted to taste better. "It's Toasted"—the
famous Lucky Strike process—tones up Luckies' light,
mild,good-tasting tobacco to make it taste even better.
Now for the Droodle above, titled: Better-tasting
Lucky smoke puffed by modern sculptor. Make a
monumental discovery. Next time you buy cigarettes,
try the better-tasting cigarette... Lucky Strike.
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WCKIES
TASTE BETTER

COLLEGE SMOKERS
PREFER LUCKIES!
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Yes, greasy hair creams and oils can
put the skids under romance. But many
a man has regained a firm grip on the
situation by switching to new Vitalis
Hair Tonic.
You'll find no animal, vegetable or
mineral oil in new Vitalis. It keeps your
hair neat all day with V-7, the greaseless grooming discovery.
Greaseless Vitalis doesn't "pile up"
on your hair. So you can use it as often
as you like—even every day—yet never
have an over-slick. plastered-down look.
Ste what a difference Vitalis Hair
Tonic can make for you. Get a bottle
today ... wherever fine drug products
are sold.

Luckies lead all other brands in
colleges—and by a wide margin—
according to an exhaustive, coastto-coast college survey. The No.
1 reason: Luckies taste better.
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Question Marks Darken
Maine's Diamond Outlook
For Approaching Season
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BY PAUL FERRIGNO
The end of another basketball season at Maine has arrived. Glancing
backward for a moment, we frown
upon the 4-13 record of the Bears but
gleefully look upon the prospects for
BY Mkx Butas
next season.
With just 16 dabs of practice left before the University of Maine
Looking deeper into the past season,
Varsity Baseball Bears launch their 1955 season, some big problems
beyond the records, we saw excellent
improvement of the young squad, and
arc yet to be solved by new head baseball coach Walter "Andy"
the fine job of new coach Russ DeAnderson and his Pale Blue hopefuls.
Vette. But we also notice a very slim
(4> At present, the Bear mentor is
17 game slate.
I emphasizing batting in the daily preAs in football, for which we adseason workouts. As late as Monday,
vocated an extension of that schedule
Anderson told reporters "Our hitting
last fall, so in basketball do we clamor
power has to come along a lot better
for a revision of the slate.
if we're going to do well at all this
A 17 game schedule such as
season."
the past season's is entirely too
Hitting Problem
little basketball. We can see a
The only strong hitter back from
moderate basketball schedule for
With the Maine ski season rapidly last year's State Championship squad
a college not professing to emdrawing to a close, coach Ted Curtis is outfielder Dawson List. Anderso
n
phasize the sport, but our schedsaid that next week end will mark the said -Other than the batting averages
ule is much too conservative.
end of the highly successful 1954-55 posted by Dave Wiggin, Mal Speirs
In comparison. Bangor high
winter sports season.
and List, the rest seemed awfully low."
school played 15 games this seaThe other big problem confronting
Curtis
will
send
either
two
or
three
son, a mere two less than Maine's
men to compete at Andover, New the Maine coach is finding a first
light slate.
Hampshire, and several others to the baseman to fill the gap left by Mal
Not only was this season's slate
Golden Ski Meet held at Bald Moun- Speirs, who graduated last June.
too short but a variety of oppoPracticing for an intramural wrestling tournament under
tain.
the
Although he noted that there are
nents was lacking. Of its 17
eye of Coach Dan Kimball are Bob Woodruff and Bill
Official results from last week's several good prospects vying for the
Tierlemann.
games, the Pale Blue outfit played
NCAA meet at Northfield, Vt., were number one bag, Coach Anderson
(Photo by Reed)
against just seven different teams.
unavailable at the time The Maine declined about making any definite
There are plenty of basketball
Campus went to press but unofficial statement concerning this position at
teams available in New England
results show that captain Wes Scrone the present time.
for a squad to meet. Why couldfinished 29th in the cross country Irregula
r Workouts For Veterans
n't the University hook some
field and Milton "Mickey" Christie
Since practice began, the Bears have
games with teams like Amherst.
finished last in the slalom race.
been continually harassed by irregular
Tufts or even Boston College?
Christie had a couple of bad breaks, practice
111
SAL
workouts. Three regulars
SC
klIPATO
An extension of the schedule, along
falling down twice and trailing a field from
last
Three
year's starting nine have
meet
records
were
set,
three others tied, and a Fieldhouse of 66.
with a variety of opponents, would
been able to attend only two or three
have two important effects. First of and College mark broken, as undefeated Northeastern rolled over Curtis Praises Team
practice sessions each week.
all, it would create more interest in a the previously undefeated University of Maine track team
741
/
2 to Glancing back over the season Conflicting class schedule
sport which is lacking at Maine for 511
s prevent
/
2 at the Fieldhouse last Saturday.
coach Curtis said:
both the players and fans.
It v.as the Pale Blue's final int.loor tied to of his own
"Better than average snow condi- Angie LoCicero, catcher; "Tiger" Soymeet records in
chak, second baseman; and Dawson
The players would like to travel to meet of the season and its only
set- the 45 yard hurdles (5.8) and 65 low tions throughout the winter gave the List from
working out with the squad
different institutions and meet differ- back in four meets this season.
squad an opportunity to really show
The
more than a few times each week
ent opponents to break the monotony win was Northeastern's ninth straight hurdles (7.4). while his 5.5 time in the what they could do."
50 yard dash set in 1951 was tied
of going to the same gyms and schools victory.
He further added that he was "very "This means," said Anderson, "that
by Don Carter of Northeastern Saturevery year. Also, the Maine supportThe Maine tracksters gained ii day.
pleased" with the top-notch perform- one-third of last year's squad is missers would like a break in the schedule even split in the meet's 14
ances turned in by his skiers in all ing a lot of badly needed batting
first places
practice."
After the meet, Coach Chester of their
which is practically the same every but the huskies' greater depth
meets.
told the "Chet"
Jenkins said that he was lookyear.
On the bright side of the Maine
story.
The Bear mentor contrasted this
ing forward to a very successful out- season
Secondly, Oror.o is situated far from Miller Sets Fieldhouse
with last year by noting that baseball picture is the powerful Black
Mark
the major sports areas, so that basketThe meet was climaxed by the door campaign. He is banking his the Mainites finished third in the Bear battery. Boasting the hurling
hopes on the past consistent perform- Eastern Collegia
ball enthusiasts here are at a loss for establishment of a
tes earlier in the year talents of Ace twirler Charlie Otternew Fieldhouse
ances of Paul Firlotte, Johnson, Cal- at Lydonville, Vt., as
major college games. It would be a record for the 300 yard run
compared to stedt, veteran chuckers Gus Folsom,
by Charlie
kin, Smith and Dave Smith in the their fifth place effort
lift for the fans here to see more Miller of Northeastern. Miller's
John Dana, Tom Reynolds and a host
last year.
31.4
teams competing against Maine each lopped .6 seconds off
weights.
Curtis had nothing but praise for of promising young sophomores, the
the former mark
year in order to view for themselves held by Arnold Adams
Jenkins praised the -great improve- his entire squad and the season's rec- Maine battery is probably the strongof Bates back
the different clubs in New England in 1933. Adams,
incidentally, later ments of John Nivison and Phil ord. "Every man," said Curtis, "did est in State Series competition.
circles.
went on to perform in the 1936 Olym- Emery." Nivison's 32.8 time in the a fine job and each contributed greatly Otterstedt Ace
Also, it would go a long way in pics in Berlin,
300 yard run last Saturday was his towards the team's success."
Germany.
Otterstedt, who has been scouted
building toward favorable relaLittle Chellis Smith, star Maine best time all season, but he finished Akers, Six-Event Star
by a number of professional baseball
tionships between this school and pole vaulter, climaxed
"Sophomore Leon Akers." Curtis teams, was the keystone of the
a fine season second to the record-smashing perBear
other New England institutions. with a record-breaking
(:oach Jenkins announced that cited, "will be counted upon heavily pitching staff last spring and should
jump of 13
Another revision in the sched- feet 1/2 inch to establish a new
Uni- all men interested in running next year in several events." Akers command the mound corps this year.
ule for Maine basketball which versity of Maine mark. Smith bettered outdoor track should
begin prac- won the Skimeister trophy at the The smooth Bear hurler chalked up an
should be taken into considera- the previous record set by Ken Lincoln ticing a. soon
as possible, as the Colby Winter Carnival and is a strong impressive 5-1 record in State Series
tion is the playing of just two in 1953 by 6/
1
2 inches.
play during the 1954 season.
first meet is just ten days after six-event skier.
games with each State Series riJohn Bragoli was also cited by the
The other meet record that fell was
Coach Anderson told reporters that
val instead of the present three. Bill Johnson's discus toss of 138 feet Spring rect... on April 23, at ski coach for his meet jumping and he will
make his final cut this week.
overall performance.
Our Maine State Series is about 544 inches topping Floyd Milbank's BI).4011 College.
Anderson plans to carry either 26 or
the only conference in the coun- of Northeastern mark set last year by
27 men throughout the season.
try where each team plays three five feet.
Last year the Bears had one of their
games with every other school in Calkin Ties Own Marks
most successful seasons in recent
the league.
Bill Calkin, Maine star dashman,
times. The Pale Blue nine, coached
This should definitely be changed,
The Intramural basketball season upset by the last placed Freeloaders by Harold "Tubby" Raymond who is
as it is just an excess of games and
swings into the final stages with a last week for their only loss, will face now associated with the University of
time that could be devoted to schedulhost of important non-fraternity games Corbett 3 on Tuesday and then close Delaware, posted a 15-9 record for
ing other teams. Why play three
the 1954 season and swept State Series
schedule
d. Only six more playing the season with ND 5 on Wednesday
games with each of Bowdoin. Bates
play with a wide 7-1 margin.
dates are left on the entire basketball evening.
and Colby when two games are sufOn the annual Southern trip, the
schedule
which
ends
ficient?
March
on
22.
ND 8-9's only competition should
Paul Meyer. with a red hot 26.2
Raymondmen drew a 3-3 split. This
Next week's games will have a be their final game
All this long state schedule ac- point per game average,
as they face ND year the Bears
is steaming
will clash with some
major bearing on deciding the 5, who, along with ND
complishes is to drag out the league toward the 1954-55
Fraternity basket4 and COtbett of the best diamond
combinations in
and prolong the crowning of the ball scoring championship
winners of both the American and 4, are tied for second with
with just
4-2 records. the East, meeting such
top-flight teams
champions, which could very easily two weeks left in the
Intramural hoop National leagues. Both division ND 8-9 must lose this week in order as Upsala, Quantic
o Marines and
be accomplished in a couple of games. campaign.
leaders Dunn 4 (6-0), in the to be taken, and if not they will clinch
Georgetown.
As we say, there are very few if any
The rugged Lambda Chi scorer has American and N.D. 8-9 (6-1), in the title on Wednesday evening.
teams in the country, whether in a
rolled up the astounding total of 315 the National will be putting their
The rest of next week's action inconference or independent, who now
points in 12 contests to give him a records on the line.
cludes:
play a series of three games with any
The biggest contest will take place
considerable lead over his nearest
other team, and it serves no useful
Monday evening and may very well Monday evening scores
rival.
The Women's ping pong tournaOeummo 61 Dunn 1 57
purpose.
decide the winner of the American
ment
ended last week with Pegp
Meyer, who dropped off his pace league,
Corb
4
52
Freeload
ers 46
when leader Dunn 4 will face
Flint capturing the championship
ND 4 58 Corb 1 54
Tennis Coach Carland Russell several weeks ago, quickly recovered second place Cabins with a 5-1 slate.
beating Sally Baker in the finals....
11111166 ND 6-7 58
announced that all freshmen in- with a record breaking 45 point per- A victory for the leaders can send
The Square Dance Club went to New
Phi Mu 58 Beta 36
terested in frosh tennis should formance against Delta Tau on Febru- them well on their way to the title.
Hampshire last week end to join
TKE 75 Theta Chi 41
report to the Memorial Cy m at ary 23. Meyer's outburst was the while a win by the Cabins will throw
several other colleges for a week end
Fraternity Standings including
3:30 next Monday. Plans will be Gym record for the year only, as Chip the league into a three way tie.
of fun.... Ann Clark was elected to'
mad, for the coming season at Moody of SAE holds the permanent
If this happens Dunn 4, the Cabins Monday's games
the Jr. W.A.A. and Dotty Jewell was.
record
of
54,
scored
last
season.
that time. Russell also said that
and Oak will be knotted for top
Won
Lost GBL elected to the W.A.A....
The singles
Sticking
close
to
Meyer
and
any more upperclassmen interkeep- honors with 6-1 records.
Phi Mu
12
0
badminton tournament will start very
ested in varsity tennis should re- ing the race respectable is Ken
In the National loop, ND 8-9 cur- Phi Eta
11
1
soon, so any girls interested should
port to the Cy m any day from "Moose" Henrickson of Phi Kap. who rently leading with a 6-1 record Lambda Chi
1,4 sign tip
11
1
in their respective dorms.
K
riding
along on a very prominent closes out their season with two games Phi Gam
3:30-5.
10
1
1
Practice sessions can be held any day
2) 4 average.
next week. The leaders, who were Sig Ep
8
4
2% after 4 p.m. starting next week.

Varsity Skiers
Wind UpWinter
Sports Season

1Northeastern Stops Tracksters
As 3 Marks Fall In Final Meet

Within The Walls

Meyer Still Leads
Fraternity Scorers

I

Women's Sports 1
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University Calendar

THURSDAY, MARCI1 10
Bridge Afternoon, Bangor Room,
4-5:30 p.m.
S.R.A. Community Service,
Totman Room. 4-5:30 p.m.
Student Senate, Lown Room,
7-10:00 p.m.
College 4-H Club, F.F.A. Room,
7-9:00 p.m.
Forestry Club, Bumps Room.
7-9:00 p.m.
High School Day Committee.
1912 Room,4-5:30 p.m.
Square Dance, Main Lounge.
7:30 p.m.
SATURDAY,MARCH 12
AOPi Card Party and Food Sale,
Main Lounge, 1-5:00 p.m.
SUNDAY, MARCH 13
M.C.A., Bangor Room. 7-9:00 p.m.
MONDAY,MARCH 14
Y.M.C.A., Davis Room,2-3:00 p.m.
TUESDAY, MARCH 15
M.O.C., Davis Room,8-10:00 p.m.
I.V.C.F., Totman Room.6:45-7:45
p.m.
Newman Club, F.F.A. Room. 7-9:00
p.m.

•

00000en'. Student Government,
Bumps Room,7-9:00 p.m.
Dance Committee, Activities Board,
7:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY,MARCH 16
Christian Science. Davis Room.
7-8:00 p.m.
Bridge Tournament. Bangor Room,
7:30-10:30 p.m.
ASCE,F.F.A. Room. 7-10:00 p.m.
THURSDAY,MARCH 17
Eagles, Davis Room. 8:30-10:00
p.m.
Aggie Club, Bangor Room,7-10:00
p.m.
Phi Kappa Phi, Totman Room.
3:15-5:00 p.m.
Freshman Club, F.F.A. Room.
7-9:00 p.m.

Vets Invited To Meeting
The Veterans .4ffairs Committee has announced that it will
hold a meeting in the Memorial
Union on Tuesday, March 15, at
7 p.m. All veterans are welcome
to attend.

These seven co-eds are members
of the committee planning this
year's Penny Carnival. Shown
from left to right are Mary Litchfield. Daisy Ray mood. Alice
Osier. Lois Blanchard. Joanne
Sturtevant. Barbara Moore and
Jane Bacon. tPhoto by Bowden)

Radio Guild Positions Open
The Maine Radio Guild has issued a call for students interested in producing radio programs.
Students interested in acting.
writing. directing. or any of numerous other positions ha‘e been
requested by the Guild to stop
in at WORD studios. 275 Stevens Hall. anytime to fill out applications.

1
Tri-D•
Barba
NM Ii

Alpha Delta chapter of Phi Kappa
Sigma %%as establi•hed at Maine in
1898.
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